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Abstract: Rule-based autonomous driving systems may suﬀer from increased complexity with large-scale intercoupled rules, so many researchers are exploring learning-based approaches. Reinforcement learning (RL) has been
applied in designing autonomous driving systems because of its outstanding performance on a wide variety of
sequential control problems. However, poor initial performance is a major challenge to the practical implementation
of an RL-based autonomous driving system. RL training requires extensive training data before the model achieves
reasonable performance, making an RL-based model inapplicable in a real-world setting, particularly when data are
expensive. We propose an asynchronous supervised learning (ASL) method for the RL-based end-to-end autonomous
driving model to address the problem of poor initial performance before training this RL-based model in real-world
settings. Speciﬁcally, prior knowledge is introduced in the ASL pre-training stage by asynchronously executing
multiple supervised learning processes in parallel, on multiple driving demonstration data sets. After pre-training,
the model is deployed on a real vehicle to be further trained by RL to adapt to the real environment and continuously
break the performance limit. The presented pre-training method is evaluated on the race car simulator, TORCS (The
Open Racing Car Simulator), to verify that it can be suﬃciently reliable in improving the initial performance and
convergence speed of an end-to-end autonomous driving model in the RL training stage. In addition, a real-vehicle
veriﬁcation system is built to verify the feasibility of the proposed pre-training method in a real-vehicle deployment.
Simulations results show that using some demonstrations during a supervised pre-training stage allows signiﬁcant
improvements in initial performance and convergence speed in the RL training stage.
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1 Introduction
As an important component of intelligent transportation systems, autonomous driving has the potential to increase the safety and eﬃciency of future
transportation systems. By carefully considering the
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autonomous driving problem, it can be mathematically mapped into a sequential decision-making problem embedded in complicated time-varying environments. Hence, with the goal of solving this issue,
many researchers resort to the reinforcement learning (RL) based theory. As we can see, the emerging RL method shows great prospects in sequential
decision-making problems (Mnih et al., 2013, 2015,
2016; Li L et al., 2016; Silver et al., 2017; Wang et
al., 2020), and a variety of RL-based solutions have
been applied in dynamic control and other domains
(Mao et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017;
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He Y et al., 2018). The extensive success of deep RL
has generated many more applications using deep RL
for end-to-end autonomous driving model’s training
tasks (Sallab et al., 2017; Bai et al., 2019; Chen JY
et al., 2019). One of the most impressive accomplishments of deep RL is its ability to learn directly from
raw images, and to achieve state-of-the-art results
with little prior human knowledge. However, exactly
because of this lack of prior knowledge, deep RL usually suﬀers from poor initial performance (Brys et al.,
2015; de la Cruz et al., 2019), so it requires extensive training time (too many real-world experience
data) before being practically used in autonomous
driving tasks. This defect can be tolerated in a simulation environment, such as when training the racing
game robots; however, outside the simulation environment, things are not as simple. A long training
time means more human and ﬁnancial investment,
and for autonomous driving, it also brings greater
risks.
Using humans for demonstrations is one method
of speeding up the training process of a deep RLbased model. In this study, we introduce prior knowledge into an end-to-end autonomous driving model
by supervised learning (SL) training to address the
problem of poor initial performance before RL training in real-world settings. There have been some
approaches proposed to combine deep RL with prior
knowledge, from reward shaping (Brys et al., 2015;
Nair et al., 2018) to feature extraction pre-training
(de la Cruz et al., 2019). The reward-shaping approach may not work well in the continuous reward
space and it still does not address the problem of
poor initial performance. The feature extraction pretraining approach divides the deep RL-based model
into two parts, namely, the feature extractor and
the controller, and pre-trains only the convolutional
layers as a feature extractor. However, Nvidia’s research (Bojarski et al., 2016) shows that it is not
possible to make a clean break between the part
of the end-to-end network that functions primarily as a feature extractor and the part that serves
as a controller. Therefore, the feature extraction
pre-training approach may interfere with subsequent
RL training processes in real-world settings. In RLbased end-to-end autonomous driving model’s pretraining tasks, the pre-training algorithms should
consider the integrality of the model and the increased cost with large-scale demonstrations. The
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diﬃculty lies in accurately modeling this temporal
correlation characteristic and making better driving
decisions, to maximize system performance in a longterm dynamic vehicle mobility environment period.
The limitation of existing works and the challenges
in RL-based model’s pre-training tasks as previously
mentioned, motivate us to explore a novel methodological framework.
The pre-training problem can be mathematically mapped into an imitation learning problem
embedded in a sequential decision-making process.
In this work, we propose an asynchronous supervised learning (ASL) method for pre-training the
end-to-end autonomous driving model, similar to the
Gorila framework (Nair et al., 2015) and the asynchronous RL framework (Mnih et al., 2016); however,
instead of executing multiple RL processes, we asynchronously execute multiple SL processes in parallel,
on multiple real-world training data sets. The aim
in designing this asynchronous method is to propose
an SL algorithm that can learn a sequential decisionmaking policy reliably and without large resource
requirements. By running diﬀerent SL processes in
diﬀerent threads, the overall changes made to the
model parameters by multiple agents applying online updates in parallel are likely to be less correlated
in time than a single agent applying online updates,
which stabilizes the SL process. After pre-training by
the ASL method, the autonomous driving model is
trained in real-world settings by RL. In fact, combining the proposed pre-training method with RL constitutes a new joint training framework. Pre-training
introduces prior knowledge to address the problem of
poor initial performance; RL then breaks the performance limit, and achieves performance beyond humans. To avoid collecting expensive human driving
demonstration data, a manually designed heuristic
driving policy (MDHDP) is used to generate highreward experiences as demonstrations.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1. Although the existing RL theory has achieved
some success in a variety of domains, its applicability has previously been focused on gaming or
robotic control domains or on other domains in which
poor initial performance can be tolerated. Few efforts have been made to explore the applicability of
SL theory in promoting initial performance of RLbased models for practical applications in real-world
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settings. We conduct some innovative work to
demonstrate the eﬀectiveness and the potential of
the joint training framework of SL and RL in the
design of the pre-training method, for enhancement
of the initial performance of the RL-based model.
2. Moreover, while our study is based on the
existing RL theory, the methodological framework
proposed is not a direct application of existing RL
algorithms. To facilitate the practical application
of the RL-based autonomous driving model in realworld settings, we propose a novel pre-training approach, in which two new components are designed
and combined to adapt to the environments and improve the initial decision-making performance of RL
agents in autonomous driving problems: (1) an ASL
method based on the joint methodological framework of RL and SL for the pre-training stage, and (2)
an MDHDP for automatic collection of pre-training
demonstration data.
3. It is challenging to implement visual analysis
for a neural network that outputs continuous actions.
We propose a visualization method based on the basic theory of single-variable analysis, to examine the
improvements in the RL-based autonomous driving
model after pre-training. The results of visualization are presented in the form of heatmaps, which
directly show the speciﬁc areas that have important
impacts on decision making. This kind of analysis can demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of pre-training
from a detailed point of view, which is signiﬁcant in
testing and validating end-to-end autonomous driving systems.

2 Related work
Conventional autonomous driving systems are
manually designed (González et al., 2016; Paden
et al., 2016; Hao et al., 2018; Schwarting et al., 2018),
and driving actions are determined according to the
rule base. However, this rule-based system structure is too bloated, so more and more researchers are
investing in the study of learning-based approaches
(Bojarski et al., 2016; Codevilla et al., 2018; Li LZ
et al., 2018). The RL-based end-to-end model is an
increasingly popular choice of autonomous driving.
Bai et al. (2019) used an improved deep Q-network
to learn high-level driving behavior policy from a
customized data format called the hyper-grid matrix. However, the Q-learning-based model is not
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suﬃcient to be an end-to-end autonomous driving
model, because Q-learning can output only discrete
actions. Chen JY et al. (2019) used a bird-view representation as the input of a deep RL-based model,
and then trained and evaluated it in the CARLA simulator. Both the bird-view representation and the
hyper-grid matrix mentioned above have undergone
a series of processing steps, such as data extraction,
fusion, and transformation, which may cause a loss
of some crucial information. In this work, our endto-end autonomous driving model can directly take
the raw sensor data from a front-facing camera as
continuous driving action inputs and outputs, such
as the wheel steering angle.
To run in real-world settings, a learning-based
autonomous driving model has to be trained using
real-world experiences. We must realize that the
“trial-and-error course” used by the RL-based model
is very dangerous for training an autonomous driving
vehicle in real-world settings. Speciﬁcally, poor initial performance requires much more manual intervention in the RL training process to avoid accidents.
Now there is some research into introducing prior
knowledge in the training of RL-based models in the
ﬁelds of games, robots, and so on. Brys et al. (2015)
modiﬁed the reward function to drive an RL-based
agent to explore states with high potential, but this
method still suﬀers from poor initial performance.
de la Cruz et al. (2019) pre-trained the convolutional
layers of a deep RL-based model to prevent wasting
time in learning feature extraction, but this method
undermines the model’s overall coordination. Zhang
and Ma (2018) used a trained RL-based model to
generate demonstration data to guide the training
process of an untrained model. However, this work
still does not address the problem of poor initial performance. In this study, we combine SL with RL
to improve the initial performance of the RL-based
model. We use MDHDP to drive a vehicle and generate demonstrations to form SL training data sets.
Then, by the asynchronous multi-threading SL process, our RL-based model learns prior knowledge before RL training in real-world settings.
To analyze the improvement due to pre-training,
we visualize the speciﬁc inﬂuences of diﬀerent input units in the neural network. Selvaraju et
al. (2019) proposed gradient-weighted class activation mapping (Grad-CAM) to visualize the feature
maps in the last convolutional layer to analyze the
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inﬂuence of diﬀerent input units on the classiﬁcation result. Compared to class activation mapping
(CAM) (Zhou et al., 2016), Grad-CAM has the advantage that it does not need any modiﬁcation of
the network structure. The methods above are not
adopted in this study because they are applicable
only to models with discrete output, whereas our autonomous driving model outputs continuous results.
Thus, we propose a visualization approach that is
applicable to models with continuous output.
At present, there are few research reports on
joint methodological framework based pre-trainingoriented solutions in real-world settings. The research in this study fully demonstrates the eﬀectiveness and advantages of the joint methodological
framework of SL and RL in this ﬁeld, and enriches
the intellectual system of RL-based autonomous
driving training tasks. This paper innovatively proposes an ASL method based on the joint methodological framework, and an MDHDP for automatic
collection of demonstration data.

3 System model and problem formulation
The pre-training system is deﬁned by the ﬁvetuple array {S, A, L, P, γ}. In this array, S is a set of
states, A is a set of actions, L is the loss function, P is
the state transition probability, and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the
discount factor that is used to balance the weight
between real-time loss and long-term loss. When
γ = 0, the RL-based agent considers only real-time
loss, and γ = 1 means that the long-term loss and
the real-time loss are equally important. We map the
pre-training problem into the formulation as follows:
1. State
Let Si = {Si1 , Si2 , . . . , SiN } be the set of states
that autonomous driving vehicle i can directly observe by its front-facing camera, where Sin (1 ≤ n ≤
N ) represents the state of the nth experience in the
demonstration data set Ωi . Speciﬁcally, Sin consists
of four pre-processed front-facing camera images.
2. Action
Ain ∈ Ai = {Ai1 , Ai2 , . . . , AiN }, where Ain ∈
[−1, 1] represents the steering of the nth experience,
“−1” for a full left turn and “1” for a full right turn.
3. Loss
We use Lin (Sin , Ain ), Lin ∈ Li = {Li1 , Li2 ,
. . . , LiN }, to denote the loss of the nth experience.
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We formulate the loss Lin by
Lin (Sin , Ain ) = ς − Ain − Ain 1 ,

(1)

where ς and  are variables that change with Ain −
Ain 1 . Ain denotes the action taken by our end-toend autonomous driving model after inputting state
Sin , and Ain denotes the demonstration action of the
nth experience in Ωi .
4. State transition probability
Given the current state Sit in the tth time slot,
the probability that Sit transits to the next time
slot state Si(t+1) after taking action Ait is denoted
by pit (Si(t+1) | Sit , Ait ), where Si(t+1) ∈ Si =
{S1 , S2 , . . . , SU }, and Si is the set of all possible
states in the (t + 1)th time slot.
Given a stochastic policy πi (Sit ) that outputs
the probability distribution of action Ait based on
state Sit , we use the state value function to represent the total loss that can be obtained by executing
policy πi to the ﬁnal state SiT from an initial state
Sit . We assume that the nth experience is collected
in the tth time slot, so Sit and Sin are equivalent.
Note that the state Si(n+1) of the (n + 1)th experience in Ωi is not the next time slot state Si(t+1)
transited by Sin after agent i performs action Ain
(similarly, Ain and Ait are equivalent). In fact, after the demonstration data collection is completed,
the order of data will be shuﬄed and rearranged,
so Si(n+1) is just behind Sin , and there is no causal
relationship between it and Sin . We can do some
image processing on state Sin , such as zooming and
rotating, to obtain the next state Si(t+1) after action
Ain is executed. The state value function V πi (Sit )
is as follows:
T −t


πi
τ
γ Li(t+τ )
V (Sit ) = EAit ,...∼πi ESi(t+1) ,...∼pi
τ =0

=E

Ait ∼πi

ESi(t+1) ∼pi {Lit (Sit , Ait )

+ γV πi (Si(t+1) )}.
(2)

If the agent performs action Ait without the
policy πi in a certain state Sit , and then performs
actions in accordance with policy πi in subsequent
states, the expected total loss Lπi (Sit , Ait ) obtained
by the agent is as follows:
Lπi (Sit , Ait )
=ESi(t+1) ,...∼pi EAi(t+1) ,...∼πi

T −t

τ =0
πi

=ESi(t+1) ∼pi {Lit (Sit , Ait ) + γV


τ

γ Li(t+τ )
(Si(t+1) )}.

(3)
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Furthermore,
the
Aπi (Sit , Ait ) is as follows:

advantage

function

Aπi (Sit , Ait ) = Lπi (Sit , Ait ) − V πi (Sit ),

(4)

where Aπi (Sit , Ait ) represents the advantage due to
selecting another action instead of the one determined by policy πi . Given the certain state Sit , our
target is to ﬁnd the best policy πi∗ (Sit ) to maximize
Eq. (2) by using Eq. (4). That is, πi∗ (Sit ) satisﬁes
the following expression:
πi∗ (Sit ) = arg max V πi (Sit ),
πi ∈Π

(5)

where Π is the set of stochastic policies.

4 Asynchronous supervised learning
4.1 Pre-training demonstration collection
The MDHDP πi (Sit ) drives vehicles to automatically collect real-world driving demonstrations,
which is based on a simpliﬁed look-ahead scheme:
1. Steering angle sit
Our data collection vehicle i determines the
wheel steering angle sit based on the current vehicle speed vit and the position of the vehicle in front.

) on the road’s middle
Speciﬁcally, a target F (xit , yit
line is determined according to the following formula:
lEF = L + vit · t,

(6)

where E(xit , yit ) is the projection point of vehicle i’s
center on the road’s middle line, lEF is the length
of road between points F and E, L is the constant
look-ahead distance, and t is the look-ahead factor.
Then the wheel steering angle toward target F is
computed as follows:
−→ →
vit >,
sit =< JF , −

(7)

c
where J(xcit , yit
) is the position of vehicle i’s center. To avoid collision with the vehicle in front,
or vehicle j, sit is modiﬁed according to the angle
−
→
<−
v→
jt , vit > between vehicles j and i:

−
→
sit ← sit · W + 2(1 − W )· < −
v→
jt , vit >,

(8)

where W = D/C is the weight, D is the lateral space
of vehicles j and i, and C is the side collision margin.
2. Break bit
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The brake bit of vehicle i is determined according to its vit , the speed limit vr∗t of current road section rt , and the distance dijt between vehicles j and
i. The speed limit vr∗t is determined by the curvature
ρ of rt , because diﬀerent combinations of curvature
and speed cause diﬀerent centrifugal forces FN , and
FN should be kept within a reasonable range for driving safety. vr∗t is determined based on the relevant
theory of aerodynamics:


gμ(1/ρ)

∗

vrt = 
,
(9)
1 − min 1, (1/ρ)CAμ
M
where g is the gravitational acceleration, μ is the friction coeﬃcient, CA is the downforce coeﬃcient, and
M is the vehicle weight. If vit exceeds the speed limit
vr∗t or vehicle i is too close to vehicle j, vit needs to be
decelerated, and the MDHDP just returns bit = 1.
3. Throttle tit
The throttle tit of vehicle i is determined according to vr∗t and vit . If vit is much less than vr∗t
and bit = 0, MDHDP just returns tit = 1.
In the TORCS (The Open Racing Car Simulator) simulation environment, data collection vehicles collect driving demonstrations online and perform the ASL pre-training process at the same time.
Therefore, in the simulation veriﬁcation process, the
size of all thread-speciﬁc pre-training data sets is
the same as the number of pre-training steps Gpre ,
so we collect Gpre demonstrations to pre-train our
end-to-end autonomous driving model. However, in
the engineering implementation process, due to the
limitation of the small indoor driving demonstration
scene, it is not possible to collect enough real-vehicle
demonstration data. Therefore, we ﬁrst collect a
small batch of demonstration data, and then in the
pre-training stage, we meet the requirement of pretraining steps by repeating a random sampling from
the demonstration data set. In the real-vehicle veriﬁcation process, these pre-training data sets are collected by the vehicle shown in Fig. 1.
4.2 Asynchronous supervised learning framework
We combine SL with the theory of RL to solve
problem (5). We refer to an actor-critic network as
a nonlinear function approximator to estimate the
stochastic action policy Ain ∼ πi (Sin ; θ) and the
value function V πi (Sin ; θv ), where θ and θv are the
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training process in real-world settings is given in Algorithm 1.
Our ASL-based pre-training method follows an
oﬄine multi-process implementation in real-world
settings. That is, multiple SL training processes can
be executed in a parallel and asynchronous oﬄine
manner, on multiple real-world driving demonstration data sets. After pre-training, we perform online
RL training processes in real-world settings.
4.3 Complexity analysis

Fig. 1 The robot car used to collect demonstrations

parameters of actor and critic neural networks, respectively. We use Eq. (4) to update both θ and θv .
Our ASL framework relies on parallel actor-learners
and accumulated updates for improving training stability. The update performed by multiple agents executing in parallel and asynchronously on multiple
threads is as follows:

dθ ← dθ + θ  logπi (Ain |Sin ; θ  )Aπi (Sin , Ain ),
πi

dθv ← dθv + ∂(A

The pre-training algorithm includes signiﬁcant
image preprocessing, loss calculations, replay buﬀers,
and actor-critic network approximators with six neural networks. Next, we analyze the time complexity (computations) and space complexity (memory)
of the ASL-based pre-training process, wherein the
time complexity is represented by the number of
ﬂoating-point operations per second (FLOPS).
Algorithm 1 Pre-training with ASL in real-world
settings
1: Initialize the number of pre-training steps Gpre , θ,

(Sin , Ain ))2 /∂θv ,

(10)
where θ  and θv are thread-speciﬁc parameter vectors, and θ and θv are global shared parameter vectors. logπi (Ain |Sin ; θ  ) denotes the “surprise” that
policy πi selects action Ain . The smaller the probability that policy πi selects Ain is, the greater
the “surprise” becomes. If the action with a low
probability selected by policy πi has a great advantage Aπi (Sin , Ain ), the actor network’s parameters
θ will be more likely updated in this direction. The
critic network updates its parameters θv to minimize
Aπi (Sin , Ain ) all the time, to improve the prediction
of the state value function V πi (Sin ).
Fig. 2 shows the end-to-end autonomous driving
model that we used, which takes four pre-processed
images closest to the current moment as its inputs.
Note that the parameters θ of the stochastic action
policy and θv of the value function share some of
the parameters in practice. This autonomous driving model uses a convolutional neural network that
has two linear outputs for the mean and variance
of the steering’s normal probability distribution and
one linear output for the value function V πi (Sin ; θv ),
with all non-output layers shared. Fig. 3 shows
our methodological framework of ASL, and the pre-

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

and θv with random weights, and the batching tuple
size N
Initialize the thread-speciﬁc step counter n ← 1
Initialize the global step counter G ← 1
// Training
repeat
Set n ← 1
repeat
Obtain tuple (Sik , Aik ) from the SL training
data set Ω by random sampling
Input state Sik , and perform action Aik
Calculate and store loss Lik (Eq. (1))
Store Lik together with Sik and Aik as the nth
tuple (Sin , Ain , Lin ) in the sampling batch
n←n+1
G←G+1
until n == N
for n=1 to N do
Accumulate gradients θ :
dθ ← dθ +
θ  logπi (Ain |Sin ; θ )Aπi (Sin , Ain )
Accumulate gradients θv : dθv ← dθv +
∂(Aπi (Sin , Ain ))2 /∂θv
end for
Perform asynchronous update of θ using dθ and
of θv using dθv , and then zero dθ and dθv
Synchronize thread-speciﬁc parameters θ = θ
and θv = θv
until G > Gpre
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Input
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algorithm has to record the means and standard deviations of the state variables, so the space complexity of image preprocessing is 2N (Sin ) × m. The experience replay buﬀer in ASL occupies some space to
store Sin ; hence, the space complexity is all threads’
batching tuple size N × m.

Since the sampled driving demonstration tuple
changes constantly, the image preprocessing has to
be conducted at all steps during the pre-training
stage. The time complexity of image preprocessing is N (Sin ) × m, where N (Sin ) is the number of
pixels of state Sin and m is the number of parallel
actor-learners. To avoid repeated calculations, the
Four raw sensor
images of front camera
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Fig. 2 Architecture of the end-to-end autonomous driving model
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Fig. 3 Methodological framework of ASL: the presented pre-training method asynchronously executes multiple
SL processes in parallel on multiple driving demonstration data sets
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activation layers needs to be analyzed. When calculating FLOPS, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, exponentiation, square root, and so on are
usually counted as a single FLOPS. When there are
X inputs for activation layers, the computational
complexities of rectiﬁed linear unit (ReLU) layers,
sigmoid layers, and tanh layers are X, 4X, and 6X,
respectively (Qiu et al., 2019).
The input Sin is an image. Hence, there are
convolutional layers in each actor-critic network. Assume that each actor-critic network has C(Q) convolutional layers and N (Q) fully connected layers. For
convolutional layers, the total time complexity of all
convolutional layers is (He KM and Sun, 2015)
⎛
O⎝

C(Q)



layers is formulated as follows:
C(Q)



m

n=1

⎛

C(Q)



=O ⎝

(11)

m ⎝vact ·
⎛
= O⎝

k=1
N (Q)−1



N (Q)−1

N (Q)k +

(13)

N (Q)−1

m



(N (Q)k + 1)N (Q)k+1

=O ⎝

N (Q)−1



⎞
N (Q)k · N (Q)k+1 ⎠ .

(14)

k=0

For fully connected layers, considering the
adding of bias, the time complexity can be calculated as follows:


Cn (Mn2 + Cn−1 · Kn2 )⎠ .

For a fully connected layer, there is an N (Q)k ×
N (Q)k+1 weight matrix and an N (Q)k+1 bias vector.
Hence, the memory of one fully connected layer is
(N (Q)k + 1)N (Q)k+1 . The space complexity of all
fully connected layers is formulated as follows:

⎛

where n is the index of a convolutional layer, Cn
is the number of ﬁlters (also known as “width”) in
the nth convolutional layer, Cn−1 is also known as
the number of input channels of the nth layer, Kn is
the spatial size (length) of the ﬁlter, and Mn is the
spatial size of the output feature map.

N (Q)−2

⎞

n=1

n=1

⎛

Cn (Mn2 + Cn−1 · Kn2 )

k=0

⎞
Cn · Cn−1 · Mn2 · Kn2 ⎠ ,
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k=0

⎞
N (Q)k ·N (Q)k+1 ⎠
⎞

N (Q)k · N (Q)k+1 ⎠ ,

k=0

For each training step, the computation of SL
loss is all threads’ batching tuple size N × m. Therefore, the overall time complexity of our training algorithm is represented as follows:
⎛
⎞
C(Q)

O⎝
Cn · Cn−1 · Mn2 · Kn2 ⎠
n=1

⎛

+O⎝

N (Q)−1



⎞
N (Q)k · N (Q)k+1 ⎠

k=0

and the overall space complexity of our training algorithm is as follows:
⎞
⎛
C(Q)

Cn (Mn2 + Cn−1 · Kn2 )⎠
O⎝
n=1

(12)

⎛

+O⎝
th

where N (Q)k represents the unit number in the k
fully connected layer, N (Q)0 equals the output size
of the C(Q)th convolutional layer, and vact indicates
the corresponding parameter determined by the type
of the activation layer.
For a convolutional layer, there is a Cn ×Cn−1 ×
Kn2 weight matrix and a Cn bias vector. In addition,
there is a Cn × Mn2 output feature map. Hence, the
memory of one convolutional layer is Cn (Mn2 +Cn−1 ·
Kn2 ). Because the activation does not need to save
weights, the space complexity of all convolutional

(15)

+ O(N (Sit )) + O(N ),

N (Q)−1



⎞
N (Q)k · N (Q)k+1 ⎠

k=0

+ O(N (Sit )) + O(N ).

(16)

4.4 Visualization analysis
What knowledge does our end-to-end autonomous driving model learn from the MDHDP
through pre-training? Which part of the input image
plays a key role in the ﬁnal output? What changes
have taken place in the network’s focus after pretraining? Visualization analysis for the speciﬁc inﬂuences of the input units in the neural network is
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necessary to analyze the reason for performance improvement after pre-training. However, it is challenging to implement visual analysis for a neural
network that outputs continuous results. In this
subsection, motivated by Li LZ et al. (2018), we propose a visualization method based on the basic theory of single-variable analysis to analyze the changes
of our neural network after pre-training. The results of visualization are presented in the form of
heatmaps, which directly show the speciﬁc areas that
have important impacts on results. By comparing
the heatmaps before and after pre-training, we can
intuitively ﬁnd the improvements of the neural network brought about by pre-training.
Based on the basic theory of single-variable
analysis, we change the gray value of pixel o while
keeping other pixels unchanged. The change in pixel
o is o, and the inﬂuence on layer ϕ’s outputs in
network θ is as follows:
Iϕθ (o) = wϕ Iϕ−1 (o) + bϕ ,

(17)

where ϕ ≥ 2, and if ϕ = 1, Iϕ−1 (o) = o. For
a target network θ, its weights {w1 , w2 , . . . , wf } and
biases {b1 , b2 , . . . , bf } are ﬁxed (f is the number of
neurons), so Iϕθ (o) depends only on o. In actual
operations, the inﬂuence of each pixel is calculated
by Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Visualization analysis process
1: Initialize the pixel matrix of input image IM[L, W ]
2: Initialize inﬂuence matrix IV = zeros(L, W )
3: for o ∈ IM do

Iϕθ (o) = Iϕθ (o + o) − Iϕθ (o)
5:
IV ← Iϕθ (o)
6: end for
7: IV → heatmap
4:

5 Simulation and experimental results
5.1 Simulation setting
In TORCS (Chen CY et al., 2015), our RL-based
autonomous vehicle i is added to the simulation environment. This environment, which is based on an
end-to-end autonomous driving model like Fig. 2,
uses a convolutional layer with 32 ﬁlters of size 8 × 8
with stride 4, followed by a convolutional layer with
32 ﬁlters of size 4 × 4 with stride 2, followed by a convolutional layer with 32 ﬁlters of size 3×3 with stride
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1, and followed by a fully connected layer with 256
hidden units. All four hidden layers are followed by
ReLUs. This network has two sets of outputs: two
linear outputs for the mean and variance of Ain ’s
normal probability distribution and one linear output for the value function V πi (Sin ; θv ). We compare
our method with four other methods as follows:
1. Typical SL (TSL)
To demonstrate the superiority of our proposed
ASL method to other SL methods, it is compared
with an SL method that has been widely used in
imitation learning tasks (Bojarski et al., 2016).
2. Asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C)
To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our pretraining method, it is compared with a recently developed deep RL algorithm without pre-training, the
A3C (Mnih et al., 2016).
3. A3C with pre-trained convolutional layers
(A3C-PCL)
To demonstrate the superiority of our pretraining method ASL to other pre-training algorithms, we compare it with a recently developed
pre-training algorithm, i.e., the convolutional layer
pre-training method (de la Cruz et al., 2019).
4. Look-ahead scheme (LAS)
To prove that our RL-based model has better performance than the existing traditional autonomous driving schemes, the LAS is compared
with our end-to-end autonomous driving model.
In the RL training stage, we consider vehicle
damage, stuck, tangential velocity along the lane,
and distance from the lane centerline, to formulate
the RL reward by the following expression:
⎧
⎪
get damaged or stuck,
⎪
⎨c,
(18)
Rit = z,
e ≤ z1 or d ≥ z2 ,
⎪
⎪
⎩λe − βd, otherwise,
where λ and β are two positive weights, e denotes
the tangential velocity in the tth time slot, d denotes
the distance from lane centerline, and c and z are
two negative constants. We report the initial performance, convergence step, and the best performance
of the RL-based agent and also measure the performance improvement using two metrics adapted from
Taylor and Stone (2009) and de la Cruz et al. (2019):
(1) Initial performance: the average reward obtained for the ﬁrst time by the agent in the RL training stage.
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(2) Convergence step: when the average reward’s standard deviation obtained by the agent in
the RL training stage for 5×106 consecutive training
steps does not exceed 500, it can be considered that
this model has converged, and the initial step of this
convergence interval is the convergence step.
(3) Best performance: the highest average reward obtained by the agent in the RL training stage.
(4) Final performance: the ﬁnal learned performance of the agent in the RL training stage. We use
the reward obtained at step 2 × 107 as the value for
the ﬁnal performance.
(5) Total performance: the total reward
accumulated (i.e., the area under the learning
curve (AUC)) by the agent.
We approximate
the AUC using the trapezoidal rule: AUC ≈
S f (xs−1 )+f (xs )
 xs , where f (xs ) is the reward
s=1
2
value at step s and xs = xs − xs−1 = 1 × 103 is the
evaluation frequency.
The parameter settings are given in Table 1.
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focus of the agent before pre-training is meaningless from the second row of Fig. 4. In particular,
when the agent is initialized, it is interested in all
elements of the raw input (top row of Fig. 4). After
pre-training, the agent’s focus is meaningful from
the bottom row of Fig. 4. It can be seen that the
pre-trained agent pays more attention to the factors
that aﬀect driving decision making such as the road
(red-orange) than to some irrelevant factors (black).
The proposed visualization method helps us better
understand the internal mechanism of deep RL decision making from the detailed point of view, and
demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of pre-training in improving the performance of a deep RL-based model.
We then analyze the convergence performance
of ASL and another SL method in the pre-training
stage. Fig. 5 shows the loss curves of our model
trained by ASL and TSL, respectively. For the ASL
method, it can be seen that the loss can converge

5.2 Performance in the pre-training stage
Raw input

In this subsection, the focus is on the performance of our proposed ASL method in the pretraining stage. First, we analyze the change of the
relationship between the output result and model input, to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of pre-training
from the detailed point of view. The visualization
results before and after pre-training are shown in
Fig. 4, in which white indicates pixels that are important for current decision making, while black indicates unimportant pixels. The top row shows the
raw inputs; the second row shows the visualization
results of our RL-based agent before pre-training;
the bottom row shows the visualization results of
the agent after pre-training. It can be seen that the

meaningless

Before
pre-training

Focus on task-related areas
After
pre-training

Fig. 4 Visualization results: the top row shows the
raw inputs of our RL-based model; the second and
bottom rows show the visualization results of our
agent before and after pre-training, respectively (References to color refer to the online version of this
ﬁgure)

Table 1 Simulation parameters
Parameter
Discount factor γ
Learning rate α
Batching tuple size N
Number of pre-training steps Gpre
Loss parameters ς,  (Ain − Ain 1 > 1.5)
Loss parameters ς,  (1.5 ≥ Ain − Ain 1 > 1.0)
Loss parameters ς,  (1.0 ≥ Ain − Ain 1 > 0.5)
Loss parameters ς,  (0.5 ≥ Ain − Ain 1 )
Reward parameters c, z, z1 , z2 , λ, β
Number of parallel actor-learners m

Value
0.99
0.000 45
10
2 × 107
0, 0.02
0, 0.01
0.02, 0.02
0.0225, 0.015
−0.03, −0.02, 2.5, 1.8, 0.006, 0.0018
4
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Fig. 5 Convergence performance in the pre-training
stage, showing the superiority of our proposed
ASL method compared with another SL method in
convergence

Fig. 6 Simulation results for diﬀerent methods in the
RL training stage, showing the reward against the
total RL training step (References to color refer to
the online version of this ﬁgure)

to a steady state (about 0.1) after about 1 × 107
steps, which proves that our proposed ASL method
can make the RL-based model eﬀectively learn the
prior knowledge from the training data set. For the
TSL method, it remains in a high loss state. TSL
cannot adapt to the high-dimensional input or continuous output of the autonomous driving scenario,
and therefore loses the ability to converge. This veriﬁes the superiority of our proposed ASL method
in imitation learning of autonomous driving model’s
pre-training tasks.

tractor and the controller, and pre-trains only the
convolutional layers as a feature extractor. As described in the previous section, it is not possible to
make a clean break between the part of the end-toend network that functions primarily as a feature
extractor and the part that serves as a controller.
The simulation results show that training the convolutional layers alone, instead of training the entire
network, destroys the integrity of the autonomous
driving model, and causes its performance in the RL
training stage to be inferior to that of the model
without pre-training.
Table 2 shows the quantitative performance improvements of our pre-training ASL method over
the baseline A3C and another pre-training method,
A3C-PCL. The ASL method achieves the best performance in the RL training process with a remarkable total performance improvement of 36.07% over
the A3C method. The convergence step of our
proposed method is reduced by 51.43% compared
to that of the A3C method. Compared with the
A3C method, the total performance of the A3C-PCL
method decreases by 39.34%. In addition, the A3CPCL method has diﬀerent eﬀects on neural networks
of diﬀerent structures, so it is diﬃcult to use it as
a general methodological framework for autonomous
driving model’s pre-training tasks. The quantitative results verify the eﬀectiveness of our proposed
ASL method in improving the autonomous driving
model performance in the RL training stage, and
prove the superiority of our proposed joint methodological framework of RL and SL.

5.3 Performance in the RL training stage
In this subsection, the focus is on the performance of the pre-trained autonomous driving model
in the RL training stage. We analyze the eﬀectiveness of our pre-training method in improving subsequent RL training in real-world settings (simulated
by TORCS). From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the
autonomous driving model pre-trained by our ASL
method with 1.0 × 107 pre-training steps converges
faster in the RL training process than the A3C and
A3C-PCL methods. More importantly, it does not
have to suﬀer from poor initial performance. The
red horizontal line shows the average LAS reward,
which proves that our RL-based model performs better than the typical autonomous driving method.
Interestingly, the performance of A3C-PCL is even
worse than that of the A3C without pre-training.
The A3C-PCL method divides the autonomous driving model into two parts, namely, the feature ex-
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5.4 Real test
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the loss can converge to a steady state (about 0.05)
after about 4 × 107 steps. After pre-training, the RLbased model learned prior knowledge of driving in
real-world settings before RL training, which would
improve the convergence speed of RL training. Then
we can import the pre-trained model parameters into
the end-to-end autonomous driving models of these
vehicles in the real-vehicle veriﬁcation system. The
training system would asynchronously execute multiple RL processes with three vehicles in parallel,
on multiple tracks (diﬀerent driving environments).
Like our proposed ASL method, this asynchronous

To prove the feasibility of our proposed pretraining method in real-world settings, we built a
real-vehicle veriﬁcation system (shown in Fig. 7)
and tested it with three electrical robot cars (shown
in Fig. 1) equipped with a Camera Serial Interface
(CSI) camera. Note that to obtain accurate RL reward values (Eq. (18)), we used an ultra wide band
(UWB) system to measure the state values of each
vehicle. Fig. 8 shows the loss curve of the ASL
method in the pre-training stage. It can be seen that

Table 2 Quantitative evaluations of diﬀerent methods using ﬁve metrics: initial performance, convergence
step, best performance, ﬁnal performance, and total performance
Performance metric

ASL

A3C

A3C-PCL

LAS

Initial performance
Convergence step (×107 )
Best performance (×103 )
Final performance (×103 )
Total performance (×1010 )

715.83 ± 0.00
0.51 ± 0.30
2.89 ± 0.01
1.98 ± 0.74
4.98 ± 0.14

−0.13 ± 0.05
1.05 ± 0.99
2.92 ± 0.00
1.47 ± 1.44
3.66 ± 0.11

−0.15 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.32
2.38 ± 0.20
0.14 ± 0.24
2.22 ± 0.21

728.16
−
0.73
0.73
0.29

Results for ASL, A3C, and A3C-PCL are represented as mean±standard deviation

ROS-based
electrical robot car

Distance 1

Distance 4

Strategy
learning
scenarios

Distance 2

Strategy
validation
scenarios

Distance 3

Strategy
learning
scenarios
UWB location
anchor

(a)

ROS master

UWB location anchor
UWB location console

UWB
WIFI

ROS slave

(b)

Fig. 7 The real-vehicle veriﬁcation system: (a) the schematic diagram of real-vehicle scenarios; (b) the physical
picture of real-vehicle scenarios
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training method can stabilize the training process
and accelerate convergence.
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6 Conclusions
Although many advanced RL algorithms have
been developed for autonomous driving, such as A3C
and DDPG, they all suﬀer from poor initial performance. We have proposed an ASL method to improve the convergence speed of the autonomous driving model in an RL training process, and our trained
model can achieve better performance than the typical autonomous driving methods. We have found
a feasible and eﬀective visualization method to analyze the improvement due to pre-training from the
detailed point of view, which uses heatmaps to visualize the speciﬁc inﬂuences of the input units in the
neural network. The visualization results are meaningful and explicable, which helps us determine if the
pre-trained model has learned prior knowledge. Simulation and experimental results have demonstrated
the feasibility, eﬀectiveness, and superiority of our
method from both the microscopic and macroscopic
points of view.
We will explore more diﬀerent RL theories to
improve the performance of our proposed joint RL
and SL methodological framework. The next big step
is to train the end-to-end autonomous driving model
in real urban traﬃc situations, such as intersections
and T junctions. Additional future work is, if legal
issues are resolved, to verify our RL-based system on
public highways without driver intervention.
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